EVOLVE 50 offers true “plug & play” setup and operation across every detail. Assembly is quick via a symmetrical aluminum subwoofer pole with integrated wiring. At each end of the pole the cable-free connection locked into place by an internal magnet: three pieces, two clicks, one system.
FOR 90 YEARS, ELECTRO-VOICE HAS DESIGNED AND ENGINEERED LEADING-EDGE SOUND REINFORCEMENT SOLUTIONS — PRODUCTS THAT EMPOWER THE PERFORMER, EXCEED THE EXPECTATIONS OF THE AUDIO PROFESSIONAL AND ELEVATE THE AUDIENCE EXPERIENCE.

We have a passion for sound quality without compromise that we share with our users. This is built upon generations of hands-on professional knowledge — all geared towards producing a portfolio of best-in-class speakers and microphones that combine performance, reliability and value. Most importantly, our customers trust us to deliver on our deep understanding of what makes good sound. That’s the challenge that drives us forward as leaders in the industry we helped create.

Electro-Voice stands apart as one of the few companies to design all components in-house — enclosures, waveguides, drivers — ensuring excellent quality for every audio application, from a standalone loudspeaker to a networked sound system. Our products literally speak for themselves: we strive for complete transparency and linearity in our transducers, so the need for external processing is minimized. Ultimately, it’s our track record of patents proves the point: we invent, others imitate.

We’re devoted to the art and science of audio, always focused upon innovative ways to create a sensory experience that is second to none. We know our users can hear, feel and appreciate the difference.

THAT IS WHY WE LIVE FOR SOUND.
EVOLVE 50
PORTABLE COLUMN SYSTEM
DESIGNED TO DELIVER AN UNCOMPROMISING COMBINATION OF LIGHT WEIGHT, LOW-PROFILE LOOKS, AND SUPERIOR ELECTRO-VOICE SOUND QUALITY, THE EVOLVE 50 SETS A NEW PERFORMANCE STANDARD FOR POWERED COLUMN SYSTEMS.

POWERED by a three-channel amp

12” Subwoofer
CLEAN, COMPACT DESIGN – BUILT TO BLEND IN
Pure, accurate Electro-Voice audio performance in a sleek new form factor. The perfect choice for DJs, mobile entertainers, bands, singer/songwriters and any venue where high-output portable sound is needed – no other column system currently available sounds as good, looks as good, or is as easy to use. Acoustically powerful, aesthetically discreet: column sound evolves to the next level.

EASY TRANSPORT AND SETUP
Ergonomically designed handles on both the array and the sub enhance portability. Integrated speaker wires allow quick, clean connection. Angled interface gives user easy access to make adjustments and connections on input panel.

WIDE, EVEN COVERAGE
Fill the room. Proprietary waveguides provide ultra-wide 120° horizontal coverage and array-formed 40° asymmetrical vertical pattern control. No energy is wasted — exceptional audience coverage and clarity from front to back.

WIRELESS CONTROL AND MONITORING
New Bluetooth® QuickSmart Mobile makes it easy to dial-in settings in real time from in front of the system. Quickly configure, control and monitor of up to six EVOLVE 60 systems simultaneously, and receive immediate notification during critical performance conditions.

PROFESSIONAL PA PERFORMANCE
Legendary EV audio quality via eight 3.5-inch full-range neodymium drivers and a 12-inch subwoofer, powered by a three-channel amp for high output. Cutting-edge components and tuning provide full-sized sound in a super-streamlined, plug-and-play format.

HIGH-QUALITY BLUETOOTH® AUDIO
For convenient streaming of background music or musical accompaniment direct from any mobile device.

QUICKSMART DSP
Best-in-class processing via EV’s signature single-knob user interface with LCD. Easy operation via four presets (Music, Live, Speech, Club), three-band EQ, five user-programmable presets, output delay, phantom power, input level control and metering, and master volume control to optimize gain structure.

For more information, visit ELECTROVOICE.COM/EVOLVE50
Custom-designed WAVEGUIDES

8 3.5-inch full-range neodymium drivers